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sen ted by some of the standard techniques of
games. For example, we're all conditioned to
accept the reasonability of a "Zone of Control," but do you have a clear idea of what
that game mechanic really simulates?
b. Balance Reports: statistical and anecdotal
analysis of the play balance of a wide selec- .
tion of games. Each report would present
perhaps as many as a dozen games with comment and data on each one's balance and
playability characteristics.
c. Standard Rules for Garners: this is one
I've talked of before - a series of one page
modules (one or two per issue) giving the
standard rules and main variants for the core
of game mechanics shared by about 70"70 of
the games on the market today. The purpose
would be to provide succinct rules modules
and standard language for home-brewed
rules and, in fact, for professionals. Terminology would be developed to characterize
each main variation of the' rules so that experienced garners could be given a shorthand
description of a set of rules by titles only.
d. MOVES Readers and Editors Awards:
the readers will nominate games (of all
publishers) from those published in 1980.
The editors of MO YES plus other editors
and critics in the industry will cast ballots on
those nominated , and so will the readers (the
reader representation in the final ballot will
be a weighted fraction of the total
critic/reader balloting). In this way I hope to
strike a balance between populism and
elitism such that the winners will represent a
blend of professional judgment and
garners' experiences. The awards categories
will be kept to a merciful minimum. Awards
will not be given to companies, rathe r they
will be awarded to the principal individuals
who design the winning titles.
We'd like to hear from you (and get
both your reactions to these proposals and
suggestions on others). I'm not going to prefeedback these experiments, rather we'll test
them "live" and let you react to the whole
animal, okay?

***
Don't forget that Origins '80 is almost
upon us - June 27 through 29. So wend your
way to Widener College and say hello. If you
need more information, contact Origins 80,
PO Box 139, Middletown, NJ 07748.
- RAS

INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS
FOR MOVES ARTICLES
Most of the articles in MO VES are written
by its readers. We'd like you to give it a try - if
your article is well written and on a subject of
interest to readers, there's a good chance it will
. see publication. The Subject of your article is
up to you . From time to time the Editor will
suggest potential article topics. Do n't be afraid
to write on other publishers games - MO YES
is not a "house organ" that ignores the rest of
the gaming world.
Types of Arllcles. The kinds of anicles
we're' looking for fall into the following
.general categories:
I". Operational A nalysis. Deals with the tactics
and strategy of play in a specific game,
2. Game Profile/Review. Description of if
game or games with particular attention to its
sim.ulational system a nd playability. Any criticism mus t be well-supported by logical argument and fact (not simply personal opinion). .
3. Documented Play. Description of and com.mem on the move-by-move progress of an actila1-two-pla yer or multi-player game . Documented play should be the result of several
playings, the most relevant of which being tne
subject of the anicle.
A. Field Report. Provides organized, valid information on some aspect of co nnict simula;ion of general interest.
'5. Scenarioplex. An experimental section of
,scenarios (each no longer than two typewritten
pages) in the style of the parent game rules. .'
6. Foolnotes. Short essays (no longer than 500
words) on almost any subject related to gaming. No honorarium is paid for Footnotes .
7. Miscellaneous . Articles that don't fit in the
specific categories, but wh ich the author feels
appropriate for publication in MOVES .
Manuscript Requirements. Typewritten,
double-spaced on white bond. Line length 55
to 65 characters; no more than 25 lines per
page. Min-max length : 6 to 30 manuscript
pages. Pages should be numbered and tagged
wi th auth or's last name. Cover sheet should
give date written, full-name, address, phone
number, suggested title , and hono rarium
preference.
Honorariums. For all published submissions (except letters and Footnotes) MOVES
Magazinepa ys an honorarium at the rate of$5
per running 10" of edited text, calculated to the
nearest half column. Alternatively, Authors
mav elect to take thei r honorarium in SPI produ~[s at the rate of $10 per 10" rendered
. against the list price of the items. Honorarium s
(ca sh o r credit slip) will be rendered 30 days
after publi cation .
Copyrights and Agreement arc located on
the back flap of the Feedback card in this issue.
A facsim ilic may be used.
Please include with your submission a
stamped , self-addressed postcard. On the
message side of the card write the name of your
article. This card will be used (0 inform you o f
th~ sta tu> of your submission . Ar ticles and illu strations cannot be returned. Address all submissions to :
Redmond Simonsen , Editor, MOVES
MAGAZINE, SP I, 257 Park Avenue South,
New York, N.Y. 10010
British Isles. Readers in the British Isles
wishing to submit articles to MOVES should
direc t their subm issions and correspo ndence to:
Ch arles Vasey, 5 Albion Terrace,
Guisborough, Cleveland TSI46JH, UK

Designers
Notes
Tito
My main task in designing Tito was to
translate into game terms a wealth of distinctive factors, many of them unique to the
Balkan theater, that went into the conflict
between the Axis and the Yugoslav guerrillas
between April 1941 and the end of World
Wat II in May 1945.
I started ·out with the concept that the
conflict was a war ..vithiq a war within a war.
The Axis was fighting the Allies on the major
battlefronts, and what was happening in the
Mediterranean and in the Soviet Uniot)..had
indirect but important effects on the war
against the guerrillas. But the guerrillas,
while battling the Axis, were at each other's
throats. There were two rival guerrilla factions: the Communist-led Partisans headed
by Marshal Tito, and the predominantly Serbian, pro-royalist Chetniks. Not only was the
resolution of the war against the Axis at stake
for both, but the political makeup of postwar
Yugoslavia hung in the balance as well. And
the guerrillas were not the only ones with internal differences . Germany, as head of the
Axis bloc, saw its position in the Balkans
seriously weakened by the collapse of Italy in
September 1943 and the defection of
Bulgaria to the Soviet side a year later.
The polyglot makeup of Yugoslavia also
had to be factored in. Here is a country with
six major ethnic groups, three languages, and
three religions - a situation that made
Yugoslavia a microcosm of the fragmented
Balkans. This fragmentation and its significant influence on operations during the guerrilla war could not be ignored. For example,
the regions of Serbia and Montenegro had to
be depicted as the Chetnik strongholds they
were, while the rest of the country had to be
shown as more hospitable to the broaderbased National Liberation Army of Tito.
On top of this crazy-quilt politicalethnic situation, the Axis, after its lightning
military conquest of Yugoslavia in April,
1941, superimposed a fragmentation of its
own. Parts of the country were annexed
outright by Germany, Italy, Bulgaria, and
Hungary, and the rest of the land was carved
into occupation zones overseen by the Germans, Italians, and Bulgarians. Into the mix
were tossed the not inconsiderable pro-Axis
ethnic elements in Yugoslavia, mainly Croats
and Serbs, who formed national armies of
their own. In true Balkans fashion, the oc;:upation zones, which in certain cases cut
across traditional ethnic boundaries, caused
the Axis considerable problems in mounting
a coordinated effort against the guerrillas.
In strategic terms, Yugoslavia was immensely important to the Germans. Some
500;0 of Germany's oil, all its chromium,
60"70 of its bauxite,. and almost a quarter of
its copper and antimony came from the
{continued on page t I}
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all that remained to complete the final mopup, however , and those troops were unable
to join the 103rd Guards in the north until
several hours after midnight, costing the
103rd heavy casualties in combat against the
U.S . Headquarters.
.
By the early morning, all that the garrison could do was to form a hedgehog and
hope that the Warsaw Pact offensive had
burned itself out. Templehof was still in
NATO hands, but what remained of the garrison now held only a small, slowly contracting area of the city, less than twenty by ten
kilometers. Berlin had not yet fallen, but it
seemed to have little time left.

Game-Turn Seven:
6 August, 0400-1200
The attack was at first pressed on the
morning of the 6th, but a few hours after
dawn the garrison was offered a ceasefire to
negotiate surrender terms. Troop movements
were prohibited in the ceasefire agreement,
and so forces on both sides gladly took the
opportunity to rest after two days of constant combat. Negotiations broke off around
noon, but the respite had bolstered the garrison' s spirits enough to keep them fighting
for a few mo re hours.

Game-Turn Eight:
6 August, 1200-2000
Despite the cease fire , the garrison was
still exhausted and almost completely unable
to provide an adequate defense, even given
their much-shrunken perimeter . The line
along the Spree in the North colla psed, and
in the south the Special Forces detachment
fin a lly went down under fire from the 14th
Guards. A s the 103rd swung East towards
Tempelhof through a hole in the line at
Schoneberg (1917), the lead elements of a
battalion of the 14th. Guards headed across
Tempelhof's runways toward the control
tower. The 4th of the 6th moved to keep
them off the northernmost sections of the
ai rfield, but another battalion which had
crossed the Teltow just after NATO had
abandoned the canal's defense came up
behind them and they were overwhelmed. In
the west, b its of the Welsh Guards clung to
the northeastern edges of the Grunewald
(22 19) as the """estern sectiQI1 of the defensive
perimeter was surrounded by combined
forces from the 19th, 1st East German, and
103rd Guards. By nightfall, what rema ined
of the ga rrison was pocketed, and the center
of the city wa s under Warsaw Pact control ,
from the Tiergarten to th e Charlottenburg.

Game-Turn Nine:
6-7 August, 2000-0100
With the fall of the city center,
de fenders knew that they had no chance to
recover. A few formations held out in a reas
scattered across the ci ty, but when a new surrender offer was made just after midnight,
the offer was accepted. T he city fell ear ly on
the morni ng of August 7, three days after th e
assault had begun . • •
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Balkans, at whose heart lies Yugoslavia. The
country stood astride Germany's line of
communications with its forces in Greece
and Crete. When the tide of war turned
against the Axis in the Mediterranean, Germany was constantly preoccupied with the
fear of an Allied landing on Yugoslavia's
Adriatic coast.
So, with the guerrilla war of necessity a
mili tary sideshow, the Germans were faced
with the problem of waging it as cheaply as
possible, but for big stakes. Militarily, the
units employed could be put to better use on
the major fight ing fronts. But strategically, a
quiescent Yugoslavia would take some of the
pressures off those fronts.
In the final analysis, what the Germans
do in the game will not win the big war going
on in the outside world. At best, the German
Player can duplicate what the Germans
historically did in Norway - surrender a
relatively intact force when hostilities cease
in 1945.
The guerrillas (in the game the brunt of
their fighting is done by the Partisans, so
mostly hereafter we'll refer to them as such)
must keep striking at the German war effort
while trying to build an army capable of
eventually taking the offensive against the
Axis. As we shall see, the first goal is a vital
precondition for ach ieving the second.
Operationally, the most striking factor
is the mountainous nature of the country and
its overriding effects on movement and combat. To the Partisans, the mountains, which
occupy 80010 of the country, were both friend
and foe. The mountains offered refuge, but
not sustinence. Thus, there is a compelling
need for the Partisans to come out of hiding
and attack to gain recruits, supplies, and selfconfidence.
From the Axis standpoint, it was vital in
the game to depict the general unwillingness
of their forces to prosecute an anti-guerrilla
war, and the devastating effects on the Partisans when the Axis occasionally got its act
together and moun ted large-scale antiguerrilla operations. Then, too, there were
the complications of Italy's surrender, wh ich
threw the weight of the campaign onto German shoulders , and the defection of theBulgarians, which suddenly confronted the
Germans with a well-armed enemy on
Yugoslavia's eastern frontier.
And, speaking of well-armed enemies,
there were, of course, t.he Soviets. Their appearance late in the game turns what had
been a search-and-destroy campaign into a
war with defined front lines. How heavily the
Partisans rely on Soviet support determines
how heavily they will be dominated by
Moscow after the war. In game terms, too
many Soviets helping for too long can be a
mixed blessing.
T hen there is TilO himself. His leadership role cannot be underestimated . His
presence or absence from the scene had a
heavy bearing on the Partisan cause.
T he Chetniks are a pestiferous lot who
can change sides at the roll of a die. They
eventually are doomed to extinction by their

own duplicity. But while they are around, the
Chetniks exert a not insignificant influence
on the course of events.
Each of the 17 Game-Turns is three
months, except for the final one, which includes April and May, 1945. The map depicts
all of pre-war Yugoslavia and most of
Albania . Units range in size from battalions,
or battalion-sized guerrilla cadres, to Soviet
corps . On average, though, Tito is a brigadedivision leve.1game . Most of the 200 counters
wiII be back-primed, so more than 300 indi vidual units will be represented.
The game uses several new techniques
which add up to a brand-new system . The
map was originally designed for traditional
hex-movement.
However,
preliminary
play testing led Brad Hessel and Joe Balkoski
to redraft it to provide for a slightly
abstracted movement system based on key
geo-military objectives in the occupation
zones . This should make for smoother playmechanics while retaining the realism of
movement.
W ithin the framework of their limited
mobility (most Partisan movement was on
foot), the Partisans may enter most occupation zones after mid-1941. Axis forces are
locked into their respective occupation zones
until their operational situation worsens as a
result of initial Partisan successes. All told,
there are 14 such zones in the game. Some are
subdivisions of historical zones, while others
represent annexed territory, such as Istria,
where Partisan resistance was strong even
though technically the fighting was taking
place outside Yugoslavia.
In each zone there are displays depicting
the location, surrounding terrain , and
military value of objectives such as cities ,
towns and mines. Certain zones a lso contain
displays of the trunk railway (the route of the
peacetime Orient Express) over which Germany shipped strategic materials home and
supported her forces in Greece and Crete .
The Partisans may attempt to dislodge
Axis forces from these sites, or they may
assume a less aggressive stance in the virtually inaccessible mountains, which have their
own display in each zone.
Partisans are less vulnerable to Axis
forces in the mountains, but they do little or
no harm to their enemies while there. They
can only be attacked there by pre-planned
ant i-guerrilla operations . Sueh operations,
which can also be launched in other types of
terrain, can be very effective, for any combat
conducted during them gives the Axis a
favorable two-column shift on the Combat
Results Table . However, the Axis Player
must correctly anticipate where main Partisan forces will be; the operations are plaJU1ed
before Partisan movement but executed
afterward . Axis forces not earmarked for
such efforts may engage in normal combat
after the operations are over. Therefore, it is
possible for certain Partisan units to be attacked twice in the same Game-Turn.
Partisans must strike at geographical
objectives, for it is the only way their
rebellion will gather steam . After the appearance of a handful of Partisan units in
{con tinued On puge 30/
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mid- 1941, there are no regularly scheduled
Partisan reinforcements. T ito must generate
his own by victories over the occupation
forces. Seizure of objectives allows the Partisans to add more units and build cadres into
brigades and brigades into divisions. Conceivably, a well-p rosecuted Partisan campaign will prod uce more than the 50 divisions
that Tito historically raised to form his
800,OOO-man army.
Each objective is rated for Strength
Points, which may be cashed in by the Partisans at the end of a Game-Turn for new or
larger units. A computerized memory bank
won't be needed for this, because added
units must appear at the location which provided the points that spawned them. The
points quantify many things: captured equipment and supplies, heightened morale, and
new recruits impressed by Partisan success or
driven to the rebel cause by Axis atrocities
committed in retaliation for those successes.
An objective's points vary depending on
its size, military or economic value, and location. Certain objectives will contribute more
Strength Points to the Part isans, others more
to the Chetniks, while others - like some in
Bosnia, with its large Moslem population (a
holdover from Turkish occupation centuries
berore) - will offer scant succor to either
faction .

The Combat Results Table is structured
for mountain warfare. Losses, measured in
Strength Points, are magnified when defending units are in clear or city terrain. Combat
in large cities will be rare until the Soviets
enter with large conventional forces. Magnified losses in cities reflect the fact that
sizable numbers of troops are fighting one
another.
Partisan cadres and brigades have weak
combat strengths, and therefore generally
can only make selective attacks against the
even weaker Serb and Croat forces. Individual German units vary widely in combat
strength, but generally have hefty combat
factors, as have the Italians and Bulgarians.
Not until Tito's forces are operating in
sizable divisional strength will they dare take
on those unilS. Ulltilthen, it must be a case of
hit-'e m-where-t hey-ain't and keep moving.
Historically, major Axis attacks were
timed for the onset of winter and aimed to
drive the Partisans into the mountains,
where supplies and recruits were scarce.
Thus, the CRT provides for mandatory
retreats of surviving defenders, with the victor having certain options as to where
retreating units will go.
Once-a-year winter game-turns further
hobble Partisan ability to gather strength in
the mountains. Another weather factor affecis Yugoslavia's breadbasket
the

Danube and Sava River valleys in the north.
The area, true to natural conditions, is subject in the game to a more than 80070 chance
of drought every other year. Drought
reduces the Strength Point value of the
market towns in the valleys.
In trying to police all the occupation
zones, the Axis Player learns the approximate truth of that cliche so often uttered by
Paul Henreid and other Hollywood World
War II resistance fighters: "For everyone of
us you kill, 100 more will rise to take our
places!" While chasing Partisans, the Axis
still must sufficiently garrison the occupation
zones to prevent spontaneous uprisings.
Each zone must be garrisoned with a
minimum amount of forces, with the amount
varying on the size and historical bellicosity
of the region. For example , sparsely
populated Montenegro nevertheless requires
a six-division garrison because of the fiercely
independent mountaineers. The more an
Axis garrison falls below the minimum in a
zone, the more new guerrila units will be
created. Whether the new units are Partisan
or Chetnik will depend on the ethnic makeup
of the zone.
The allegiance of individual stacks of
Chetnik units, which may vary each GameTurn, is decided by die rolls. The Chetniks,
fearful bOlh of Communism and of Axis
reprisals against the Serbian population

A Great British Journal
Board wargaming in Great Britain is a fast expanding hobby
and as such has a vitality and enthusiastic follo\ving that is
second to none. Phoenix is a forum for British board
wargame rs that reflects this enthusiasm and vitality in its
articles . Much of the material is written by authors already
well known to gamers on the U.S. scene - Ralph Vickers,
Charles Vasey,
Donald Mack - while other material is
submitted by avid UK gamers keen to review or conUllent
upon a wide range of games.
Recent articles appearing in Phoenix have covered

AH's Third Reich, SPI 's Fulda Gap, Atlantic Wall, To
The Green Fields Beyond, GOW's Bataille De La
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(memories of Turkish atrOcItIes in World
War I were fresh in many minds), often collaborated with the Axis or remained neutral.
The Italians were especially generous in
rewarding them with arms and equipment to
be used against the much-feared Partisans.
Marshal TilO gave the Partisans the aggressive leadership the Chetniks lacked. For
a good part of the war he was something of a
ghost - Axis and Allies alike were not sure
he even existed; some thought he was a
woman. When the Germans finally identified
and located him, they mounted a special, bUl
futile, airborne operation to kill or capture
him. However, the operation did succeed in
driving Tito from Yugoslavia for several
months.
Although in real terms the Axis Player
always is aware of Tilo's existence (he is
represen led by a counter), identifyi ng,
locating and attacking him is a three-step
procedure that may stretch over several
game-turns. Die rolls are made for each of
the steps, and although the Axis Player has
only a slim chance of killing Tito, he has a
better one of driving him from the map for
up to five turns.
From the Partisan standpoint, Tito suffers from no identity crisis. He alters combat
odds one column for Partisan units stacked
with him, and he may raise new Partisan
units on his own. Again, how many he may
raise depends on wherc he is at the time; he is
strongest in his native Croatia.
Tito's absence or elimination has severe
adverse effects on the Partisan cause. His
absence halves thc Panisan Strength-Point
potential. His elimination gives the Axis a
one-column shift in all combat and increases
the chance that Chetniks will line up Wilh the
Axis.
The Italians, given the biggest occupation task, had little appeti te for the job. As
the war went against the Axis. they feared a
threat to their homeland and began to cut
back their 22-division commitment in Yugoslavia. Italian surrender severely compounded Germany's problems, bUI the Germans
were somewhat ready wi th Operation Konstanlin, a plan to seize Italian-occupied areas
in Yugoslavia.
Certain events in the Mediterranean
trigger withdrawals and eventual surrender
of Italian units (the units are removed permanently from the map, although there is a
chance that some mav defect or lose their
equipment to the Pani~ans). The same evenlS
also trigger entry of strong German reinforcements . The events are abstracted on an Allied
Progress Track, and there is an element of
chance lhat some of them (they include the
Battle of Alam Haifa and the Morocco and
Sicily landings) may go against the Allies or
be delayed. Thus, neither Player is sure of the
precise turns of Italian withdrawals and surrender; 20-20 historical hindsigh t can be
blurred a biL
This uncertainty is important because
Operation Konstan tin is handled via a special
movement phase which allows the Germans
to deploy units LO disarm the Italians. The
Germans may opt to deploy the units a turn
,
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F.O.
by Eric Goldberg

A Game that Has Lived
in Infamy
The veteran wargamer has suffered
through more than his fair share of turkeys
as a by-product of the proliferation of games
in the last few years. More often than not
the unfortunate purchaser will either have t~
muddle through the rules, inventing his own
solutions where necessary, or consign the
game to a dusty corner of his closet, never
again to see the light of day. The larger game
companies, whose business depends to some
extent on goodwill, will occasionally see fit to
issue a second edition which, hopefully,
makes a good idea previously obscured by
garbled rules into a playable game. When
such help is not forthcoming, the gamer mentally flushes his money down the toilet, just
as the California earthquake victim stoically
endures yet another hike in his insurance
rates.
Disastrous wargames come in three
distinct flavors. The first is the irredeemable
such as Kriegspiel, which is about as popula;
at a wargaming convention as a leper at a
political fund -raising dinner. Such a game
was irretrievably mangled in the design stage,
so the less time spent on playing it the better.
Armada, to cite an example of the second
type, is a run-of-the-mill game when the
players are equipped with the second-edition
rules, but is useful only as an errata generator
in its original form. This middle-of-the-road
disaster is none too frequent; probably
because a developer is less likely to go out on
a limb (however misguided he might be)
when the design concepts are not that ambitious. The last variation on the disastrous
game theme is the excellent design brought
down by an execrable development job. The
second edition of Pearl Harbor makes it clear
that that game belongs in this group.
Originally, designer John Prados sought
to sell Avalon Hill a Third Reich game in the
Pacific back in late 1975. The folks in
Baltimore were none too pleased with the
voluminous amount of rules questions they
were receiving on the latter game, and suggested John go elsewhere. Game Designers'
Workshop preferred to look at the merits of
the game in front of them - not to mention
the sales of Pearl Harbor's predecessor and contracted wi tli John to release the
game . At the time, this seemed a serendipitous coupling - the folks at ODW share
the reputation of maverick young designers
occasionally daunted by development problems with the likes of John Prados.
Alas, 'twas not to be. The design,
finalized in the early part of 1976, suffered
an internment of over a year. Most of that
time passed with nary a clue from Normal (if
the town in which the Workshop can be

found can be said to be that) as to when the
game would see the light of day. At one
Origins, I, as interested play tester , asked
Doug Poe, one of the developers, whither
Pearl Harbor? He vouchsafed that he was
hard at work On the fifth (!) re-draft of the
rules, and expressed hope for an imminent
release.
Now, John Prados has a deservedly less
than sparkling reputation as a rules writer,
which is ameliorated by his sta'nding as one
of the top innovators in the field. Oddly
enough, though, his final version of the rules
for Pearl Harbor was one of his best efforts
(regrettably, it is not likely that the reader
will be able to prove the veraci ty of this statement - copies of that version do not
abound). When the game was fi nally
published, it had been done an injustice the set-up was an unfathomable·mess, should
the players deduce how to get to that stage
from a remarkably unforthcoming set of
rules. Insult was added to serious injury
when perusal of those rules revealed just two
additions/changes to the design - a piece of
fluff on heavy naval unit breakdown and,
certainly one of the more esoteric chrome
elements in this or any game, an Emperor's
Birthday rule.
Given these circumstances, Pearl Harbor had as much a cnall\;;;! of becoming a success as Harold Stassen has of becoming
President. GDW did rush out an errata sheet,
but it was such a feeble effort that the most
important information to be gleaned from it
was the name of a play tester, inadvertently
(almost providentially) struck from the rules.
Copies of the first edition became excellent
dust-collectors, and, when those were exhausted, no great sorrow was expressed at
that edition's demise.
The people at GDW are not as bad as I
have colored them in the foregoing. They
were very sorry about the damage done to
Pearl Harbor (not to mention resultant lost
revenues), and resolved to go through the
somewhat expensive process of developing a
second-edition version . GDW also assigned
one of its top staffers to this face-saving project - Marc Miller, who is to space opera
wargames as Nonnan Lear is to television sitcoms, along with his trusty assistant, John
Astell (whose chief claim to fame may be
winning the Colossal Counter Contest in
these pages).
Movement is just about the only standard rule to be found in the design. Naval
units may only move across water, and must
return to base unless maintained by fleet
trains. Air units can fly up to a certain
distance when engaging in combat missions,
but may extend their range when transferring
between bases (or carriers). Land units are
inhibited in their movement by Zones of
Control and certain terrain types, and may
"island-hop ." Marine units may move amphibiously without the aid of naval units;
other land units must be transported.
Leaders are highly mobile on land, but are
best moved with land units or across water by
naval units.
Whenever a naval unit or task force
moves, it might be assigned a mission. The
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tance of the king in chess). ERP's may also
be expended to eliminate the combat ceiling,
place a unit in reaction force status, or to
redeploy.units to new bases.
Each nationality receives a set number
of ERP's quarterly, which is augmented by
the number of bases they control. The
players must break down the ERP totals by
nationality; a large display allows a quick
summary of control of all objectives at any
point in play. In multi-player games, this can
become quite hairy. If the Japanese Navy
player cannot agree abou t the split of ERP's
this turn with the Japanese Army player,
they consult the Imperial Decision Table.
(This rule. is a direct result of a play test where
I, as the British, agreed to transport Japanese
Army units to Japan if they seized the home
base of the Japanese Navy. Needless to say,
that is no longer allowed.) The Emperor's
Birthday rule requires a "victory" be
presented that august person every spring
season.
Indiscriminate players will pile on a
huge number of optional rules. Some of
these make sense, including multi-player provisions, Chinese Communist guerrillas, and
the inevitable atomic bomb. However, of
dubious value are the Emperor's Birthday
and the U.S. ·Interservice Rivalry, though
who can resist the Banzai! charge rule? No
one will ever accuse the folks at GDW of
stinting on the extras.
The second edition of Pearl Harbor is
what the first edition should have been. As a
game, it is eminently playable, and good fun
when several players divide the nationalities.
As a simulation, it is a new look at an important war and an imaginative combination of
old and new mechanics. Would that all second editions of disaster games came out as
nicely as this one.
Pearl Harbor (2nd Edition), from Game
Designers' Workshop. 203 North Street, Normal,
IL 61761 $14.98 • •
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in advance in anticipation of Italian surrender only to find to their chagrin that,
irony of ironies, the Sicily landings were
repulsed and the Italians are still in the war.
An unskillful deployment could open large
-areas to Partisan incursions and uprisings.
The Partisans gain victory points on
_Game-Turns in which -they occupy geographical objectives. The Germans may bring reinforcements into the game earlier than
historically scheduled, and may keep units
on the map beyond the time of their historical transfer to other fronts, but the Partisans
gain points for that. Likewise, the Partisans
gain points if the Axis Player decides to use
the immensely powerful I st Panzer Division,
which might theoretically have been deployc
ed in Yugoslavia (it spent a month or so battlingguerrillas in Greece in 1943).
All in all, th~game design addresses a
complex situation in a direct and, from the
point of view of game playability, interesting
way. And in a few months , "",ith S&T 81,
you'l1 get to see if you agree wi th me on that.
Dick Rustin

Playback

MOVES Feedback responses. Readers have
been asked to rate each aspect of the games on
a scale of I (Poor) to 9 (Excellent). For the actual [ext of the questions, see Section B of
Feedback on page 35. Publishers Abbreviations: SPI = Simulations Publications, Inc.,
New York; AH=Avalon Hill, Baltimore,
Maryland.

READER REVIEWS
Playback ratings are reader evaluations of
games that are acquired through ·S&T and
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NEY ~'s. WELLINGTON
Design/Development: Joseph Balkoski
Art: Redmond A. Simonsen
Commeut: Tactical level simulation of the
crucial ba tde of Quatre Bras, based on the
Wellington's Vic lory game system.
KIEV
Desigu/UHelopment: Joseph Angiolillo,
John H. BUlterrield, Brent Nosworthy,
Stephen B. Patrick, Bob Jervis.
Art: Redmond A, Simonsen
Comment: A division/regimental simulation
of the German Blit.zkrieg campaign of 29
August 1941 which ended with the largest encirclement in hi.ltory and the virtual destructi on of the Soviet prewar arm y.
ROSTOV
Design/Developmeut: Joseph Angiolillo,
Jo hn H . Butterfield, Brent Nosworthy,
Stephen B. Patrick, Bob Jervi,.
Art: Redmond A. Simonsen
Comment: A division/regiment simulation of
the first Soviet counter-offensive .and the first
strategic setback'll ffered by the Germans in
their campaign against Russia.

OPERATION STAR
Design/Development: Joseph Angiolillo,
John H. Butterfield, Bren! Nosworthy,
Stephen B. Patrick , Bob Jervis.
Art: Redmond A. Simonsen
Comment: Division/regiment simulation of
[he Soviet winter offensive toward Kharkov
and von Manstein's. daring counter-offensive,
which called for aggressive use of all
available Panzer reserves.

KORSUN
Uesign/Dnc1opment: Joseph Angiolillo,
John H. Butterfield, Brent Nosworthy,
Stephen B. Patrick, Bob Jervis.
Art: Redmond A. Simonsen
Comment: Division / regim ent simulation of
the Soviet encirclement and pocketing of the
Germans on the Dniepr River,

BISMARCK ('79 Edition)
Design: Jack Greene, Jr.
Comment: An extensive update of original
game; includes three levels of complexity.

